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BMG Leadership, KCCI Office Bearers see first better fiscal budget of PML-N Govt.

TALK
OF THE
MONTH
Dear Members,
It is always a great pleasure to share my opinion with our
valuable members about the economic developments
taking place in the country through this esteemed
publication.
As you all are aware that the government recently unveiled
Federal Budget 2017-18, I would like to inform that the
Karachi Chamber’s Leadership and Office Bearers have
welcomed numerous announcements by Federal Finance
Minister Ishaq Dar who, for the very first time, has
unveiled a budget which is not carrying any harsh
measures, surprises or shocks for the business
community.
In my opinion, this year’s budget is focused on providing
plenty of incentives for filers and has mostly penalized the
non-filers. We, the business and industrial community of
Karachi Chamber, absolutely have no objections over
government’s approach to strictly deal with non-filers. It is
a well-known fact that KCCI always encourages individuals
and organizations to become filers as it is mandatory for all
KCCI members to regularly file their returns in order to
retain their membership.
Finally, the government has provided some relief in this
year’s budget which was probably due to across-the-board
protests by the entire business and industrial community
of the country prior to budget announcement or may be
because of forthcoming elections next year. The budget
carries many incentives for the agriculture sector whereas
it seems that no new taxes, which we were fearing, have
been imposed on the business and industrial community
which is the basic reason why we welcomed this year’s
budget as we are already overburdened due to high cost of
doing business.
I must mention here that this year, the Karachi Chamber of
Commerce and Industry initiated a country-wide campaign
in which all Chamber of Commerce and trade associations
were taken on board who agreed not to submit any budget

The leadership of Businessmen Group and Office Bearers of the
Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) have termed
the budget for the year 2017-18 as better than the previous four
fiscal budgets the incumbent government presented since 2013.
Chairman Businessmen Group & Former President KCCI, Siraj
Kassam Teli said that Finance Minister Ishaq Dar announced
budget proposals which appear better than all the previous
budgets of the present government and that may be due to the
fact that general elections are scheduled next year.
“However, final comments on the budget can only be made after
going through the finance bill and budget documents,” he said,
adding that the business community had not sent any proposal
to be included in the budget, albeit, he congratulated Finance
Minister Ishaq Dar on presenting better budget which carries
huge incentives for agriculture sector. “Agriculture sector has
been given more incentives which indicates that this is election
budget”, Teli added.
“There is no change for tax return filer whereas some increases
have been made in taxes for non-tax filers,” he said, adding that
the Finance Minister also presented his vision of next five years
which indicated that this budget will have minimum impact on
general public as the next year is election year.
Replying to a question, Teli said he saw no major policy change
and no effort was made to reduce cost of doing business in the
budget. He said that there is no change in policy on five zero
rated sectors.
Vice Chairman BMG and Former President KCCI, Zubair Motiwala
said that new taxes have been imposed which would ultimately
impact somewhere else.
Motiwala said that the ratio of taxes has been increased but care
has been taken that there is no burden on the people. “Overall,
the federal budget for the fiscal 2017-18 has been good”, he
further remarked.
Zubair Motiwala noted that the burden of Rs500 billion new taxes
imposed by the government will be felt somewhere. "Government
has attempted to avoid further burdening poor segment of
society. The turnover tax has been substantially increased", he
added.
He said that efforts have been made in the budget to have
minimum impact on general public. “The cost of doing business
is higher in Pakistan as compared to its competitors. No effort

has been made to reduce cost of doing business”, he added.
He said that some efforts have been made to reduce
discriminatory power of tax officers and others which is
welcoming efforts.
He said that the government has increased regulatory duty on
many items which ultimately have impact on general public.
Motiwala said that the proposed regulatory duty increase may be
on luxury items which may have little impact on general public.
On the 6 percent GDP growth target next year, he expressed
hope that target may be achieved due to CPEC.
Vice Chairman BMG and Former President KCCI Haroon Farooki
observed that the government presented an election budget.
"Landlords have been awarded. The government has realized that
pressurizing filers is useless", he opined.
He declared the budget 2017-18 only for the documented
industry as it maintained all previous taxes on non-fillers. In
protest, KCCI and other chambers of the country did not submit
their suggestions to the ministry of finance this year as the
government had rejected their all previous suggestions but now
it accepted only one demand to restraint the FBR.
President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo, in his remarks, hailed the
federal budget for the fiscal 2017-18 presented in the National
Assembly by terming it as people friendly.
He was the view that with this budget, the peoples difficulties
would be alleviated and the country's business sector would
make headway.
Former President KCCI AQ Khalil opined that it seems that some
discretionary powers of FBR have been curtailed in this year’s
budget which was a long-standing demand of all chambers of
the country as FBR officers were grossly misusing these powers
to harass the business community.
“Now the government has accepted the demand of all chambers
so we hope the situation would improve as far as the business
climate is concerned”, he added.
He said that such decision has been taken by Ishaq Dar on the
last budget of his tenure as he knew that if he did not accept it,
the businessmen would reject Nawaz Sharif government in the
coming election. Businessmen were facing a lot of trouble
because of FBR’s discretionary powers, he added.

proposals under protest as the budget proposals submitted by the business and industrial community during the last four years were
largely ignored and massive discretionary powers were granted to Federal Board of Revenue. In this regard, KCCI organized first ever
convention against FBR discretionary powers which was followed by another similar convention by Lahore Chamber. Consequently, the
federal government has finally paid some attention to business community’s demand and may be they thought that in the present
circumstances when election is just a year ahead, they simply cannot afford further agitation from business community which might be the
another reason for a better federal budget this year.
I must also appreciate the government for discouraging unnecessary imports. The decision to slap additional duties on inessential imports
will reduce the loss of foreign exchange while promoting local production, provide employment and generate additional revenue. The
decision of the government to discourage imports of needless items will reduce trade deficit which has touched alarming proportions.
However, the government must now devise strategies to deal with the ailing textile sector which is the largest urban
Continue To page 22
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Siddiq ul Farooq gets SHC's show cause notice on failing to
comply with court order
President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo has
said that the honorable Sindh High Court (SHC)
has issued a show cause notice to Chairman
Evacuee Trust Property Board (ETPB) Siddique
ul Farooq for failing to comply with a court order
in which ETPB was ordered to decide KCCI
property matter within fifteen days.
In a statement issued, KCCI President added that
the honorable court's show cause notice seeks
written reply from Chairman ETPB for failing to
comply with court order and in case the court is
not satisfied with his written reply, Chairman
ETPB Siddique ul Farooq may also be
summoned by the court.
President KCCI pointed out that the illegal
occupants of KCCI premises in connivance with
Evacuee Trust filed a totally false and fabricated
reference before its Chairman Siddiq ul Farooque
of PML (N) against KCCI with an only intention
to further linger the proceedings.

He said that the Karachi Chamber initiated legal
action against illegal occupants of its premises
almost a year ago and some cases have been
decided in favor of KCCI whereas few other
cases are currently underway at the honorable
court but as these illegal occupants, who are
being led by ex-Senator of PML-N Khawaja
Qutubuddin, feared that the courts may also give
decisions in favor of KCCI, they joined hands
with ETPB officials and under their instigation,
Evacuee Trust Properties Board filed reference
before its Chairman Siddiq ul Farooque against
KCCI and it was a matter of grave concern that
they were receiving preferential treatment from
ETPB.
He informed that some of these illegal
occupants, who had one to two rooms some 40
years ago according to records maintained by
KCCI, have gradually occupied 12 to 17 rooms
and are not paying any rent against these rooms.
In fact, these culprits can be termed as 'Qabza
Mafia' of Chamber's property.

"Chairman ETPB in connivance with the illegal
occupants is using his office to save them from
legal action and ejection and helping them to
avoid action through court and police", Shamim
Firpo said, adding that Karachi Chamber is not

the property of Evacuee Property Trust Board but
this property belongs to Karachi Chamber and
its members which was decided in early 50s and
the evidences about the same are available with
KCCI management.

ETPB admits KCCI’s Offices in possession of Qaabzein: Shamim Firpo
President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo, while criticizing the Evacuee Trust
Property Board (ETPB) for favoring the illegal occupiers of KCCI
Offices, informed that the Administrator of ETPB Southern Zone
on Thursday pasted notice on Karachi Chamber’s walls which is
self-explanatory as it clearly indicates that the occupiers of KCCI
premises are openly being supported by ETPB.
In a statement issued, President KCCI informed that the notice
refrains individuals and institutions from taking any kind of action
against ‘QAABZEIN (Occupier)’ which is an achievement for
Karachi Chamber as ETPB notice admits itself that the Karachi
Chamber’s offices were in possession of QAABZEINS, who are
being led by Khawaja Qutubuddin and ETPB is fully supporting
them.
He was of the view that Thursday’s notice pasted on Karachi
Chamber’s wall was a result of complaints submitted at the PM’s

office in which the honorable Prime Minister was informed about
the misuse of power by Chairman ETPB and the notice pasted on
Chamber’s walls is a proof about the same.
President KCCI urged that the Federal Government, Sindh
Government, General Body and Members of Karachi Chamber
should note that the Businessmen Group has been selflessly and
dedicatedly serving the entire Business and Industrial community
since last 20 years but, in return, they continue to suffer badly
because of the illegal action and wrongdoings by institutions like
Evacuee Trust Property Board where powers are grossly being
misused.

treatment by ETPB because of their association with the ruling
party of PML-N.

He mentioned that the illegal occupants in connivance with
Evacuee Trust filed a totally false and fabricated reference before
its Chairman Siddiq ul Farooque against KCCI with an only
intention to further linger the proceedings and it was a matter of
grave concern that the occupiers are receiving preferential

President KCCI noted that some of these illegal occupants, who
had one to two rooms in their possession around 40 years ago
according to records maintained by KCCI, have gradually
occupied 12 to 17 rooms and are not paying any rent against
these rooms.

KCCI criticizes Siddiq ul Farooq for favoring illegal occupants
President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo has
highly criticized the Chairman Evacuee Trust
Properties Board (ETPB) Siddiq ul Farooque for
misusing powers and favoring the illegal
occupants of rooms situated in KCCI building.
In a statement issued, Shamim Firpo said that
these illegal occupants in connivance with
Evacuee Trust filed a totally false and fabricated
reference before its Chairman Siddiq ul
Farooque of PML (N) against KCCI with an only
intention to further linger the proceedings and it
was a matter of grave concern that Chairman
ETPB is trying his level best to support and save
them.
President KCCI pointed out that the Karachi
Chamber initiated legal action against illegal
occupants of its premises almost a year ago and
some cases have been decided in favor of KCCI
whereas few other cases are currently underway
at the honorable court but as these illegal
occupants, who are being led by ex-Senator of
PML-N Khawaja Qutubuddin, feared that the
courts may also give decisions in favor of KCCI,
they joined hands with ETPB officials and under
their instigation, Evacuee Trust Properties Board
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filed reference before its Chairman Siddiq ul
Farooque of PML(N) against KCCI and it was a
matter of grave concern that they are receiving
preferential treatment by ETPB because of their
association with the ruling party of PML-N.

issued on 8th March 2017 and copies of the
same were sent to Finance Minister Ishaq Dar,
Governor Sindh Muhammad Zubair and
Chairman ETPB Siddique ul Farooque but
nobody bothered to take any action or this letter
was deliberately not presented to the Prime
Minister, which left no other option but to share
the letter with the media after lapse of 4 months
in order to acquaint the Prime Minister about
what exactly PML-N politicians have been doing,
which is not only resulting in intensifying
problems for the business and industrial
community but is also creating a bad image of
PML-N.

He informed that some of these illegal
occupants, who had one to two rooms some 40
years ago according to records maintained by
KCCI, have gradually occupied 12 to 17 rooms
and are not paying any rent against these
rooms. In fact, these culprits can be termed as
‘Qabza Mafia’ of Chamber’s property.
He mentioned that the Honorable Court of VIIRent Controller Karachi South recently ordered
three illegal occupants of KCCI premises namely
Khawaja Qutubuddin, Mr. Rizwan and National
Bank of Pakistan to hand over the illegally
occupied premises to Karachi Chamber within
60 days. The cases against the said three illegal
occupants were filed by Karachi Chamber for
ejectment from KCCI premises which were
continuously heard on various dates and the
final judgment/ order was issued on April 27,
2017 in favor of Karachi Chamber.

Shamim Firpo, in his letter to Prime Minister,
informed that the illegal occupants led by
Khawaja Qutubuddin and the proceedings by the
Chairman ETPB have explicitly given the
impression that they are linked being the
members of PML(N) and they will get the
decision of their choice/ favor.
“Chairman ETPB in connivance with the illegal
occupants is using his office to save them from
legal action and ejection and helping them to
avoid action through court and police. In the
said circumstances, we do not expect justice
from the Chairman Evacuee Trust Mr. Siddiq ul

President KCCI further informed that in order to
bring the wrongdoings of ETB Chairman to
Prime Minister’s notice, a detailed letter was
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Farooque”, he said, adding that Karachi
Chamber is not the property of Evacuee
Property Trust Board but this property belongs
to Karachi Chamber and its members which was
decided in early 50s and the evidences about the
same are available with KCCI management.
Seeking Prime Minister’s assistance in dealing
with this issue, President KCCI demanded that
Chairman ETPB should be directed to stop the
frivolous proceedings initiated by Evacuee Trust
Properties Board upon instigation by the
illegal occupants.

Pictorial Highlights of KCCI Delegation’s visit to
Pakistan Navy Headquarters
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FREQUENT POWER FAILURES
Firpo for clear strategy, practical steps to provide immediate relief to agitating citizens
Firpo for clear strategy, practical
steps to provide immediate relief
to agitating citizens
Representatives of K-Electric have assured the Karachi Chamber
of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) that no load shedding will be
carried out at the Industrial Areas, Commercial Markets and
Bazaars of the city during the remaining days of Ramazan ul
Mubarak.
Exchanging views with KCCI Office Bearers and Managing
Committee members during their visit to Karachi Chamber, KElectric representatives added that as the peak shopping season
has just begun, K-Electric will make all out efforts to make sure
that people carry out their shopping for Eid-ul-Fitr in a pleasant
environment without complaining about K-Electric. In this
regard, the staff of K-Electric’s Maintenance Department will
remain deployed at the commercial markets and bazaars of the
city in order to effectively respond to any power failure situation.
Aamir Naeem Director External Affairs K-Electric, Muhammad
Aamir Ghaziani Director Finance K-Electric, Sheikh Humayun
Saghir Director (Region I) K-Electric and other officials
represented the utility service provider at the meeting whereas
President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo, Senior Vice President
KCCI Asif Nisar, Chairman Public Sector Utilities Sub-Committee
Azeem Alavi, Advisor Public Sector Utilities Sub-Committee Dr.
Qazi Ahmed Kamal and Managing Committee members were
also present on the occasion.
K-Electric’s representatives requested Karachi Chamber to share
names and contact details of focal persons from various
commercial markets and bazaars so that they could be linked
with concerned officers of K-Electric’s Maintenance Department
which will surely help in promptly dealing with any issue
pertaining to electricity supply failure.
Referring to difficulties faced by the masses due to frequent
power failures, they explained some of the key reason behind the
abrupt upsurge in power failure which included curtailment of
supply from national grid and heavy humidity which is being
addressed by replacing the existing lines with new ones. They
were fairly optimistic that the situation is likely to improve further
in the days to come as Shanghai Electric Company of China is

planning to invest heavily on improving K-Electric infrastructure
and its power generation capacity. Efforts are being made to
make K-Electric self-sufficient in terms power generation and
take it to such a level by 2020 when they will not be requiring
any power supply from the national grid, they added.
Speaking on the occasion, President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo
urged K-Electric to devise a clear strategy on how to provide
immediate relief and take practical steps to minimize the
grievances being faced by the masses due to excessive power
failures in the holy month of Ramazan.
“It is very disturbing to see Karachiites suffering badly not only

during Sehri/ Iftar timings but electricity supply is suspended
abruptly in any area of the city any time”, he added.
He said that frequent power failures at some of the busiest and
densely populated areas have resulted in intensifying the
hardships for the people and their families who are compelled to
spend their days and nights without electricity and water which
is highly unfair and unacceptable particularly at a time when
most of the people are fasting. “Many businessmen and
shopkeepers are too concerned over power supply situation and
have approached Karachi Chamber to seek assistance”, Shamim
Firpo added.

Firpo urges authorities to take strictest action against K-Electric
President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo, while
expressing deep concern over frequent power
failures and prolong load shedding being
suffered by the citizens of Karachi since
commencement of Ramadan-ul-Mubarak, urged
the authorities at federal and provincial levels to
take strictest action against K-Electric which has
failed miserably to provide any relief to the
perturbed citizens of Karachi.
In a statement issued, Shamim Firpo added, “We
don’t see any resolve on part of K-Electric
towards improving its power distribution
network and it was also a matter of concern that
the Ministry of Water and Power appears
helpless in dealing with the load shedding issue
which is being suffered not just by Karachi but
also by many other cities across Pakistan.”
Referring to K-Electric’s tall claims pertaining to
no load shedding in any part of Karachi during
Sehri and Iftar timings, President KCCI said that
Karachiites continue to suffer badly not only
during Sehri/ Iftar timings but the electricity
supply is suspends abruptly in any area of the
city any time, which clearly indicates the sheer
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inefficiencies of K-Electric.

during the peak summer season. “Many
businessmen and shopkeepers, who are
aggressively preparing themselves for the
forthcoming bullish shopping season before Eidul-Fitr, are also too concerned over the situation
and have been approaching Karachi Chamber to
seek assistance”, Shamim Firpo said, adding
that power supply to industrial areas also
remains suspended for around 10 to 12 hours,
causing severe financial and production losses.

It is a matter of grave concern that K-Electric,
which has become a profit-making organization,
was earning profits of up to billions of rupees
each year but not investing substantial funds on
improving its infrastructure. In fact, the utility
service provider resorted to numerous costcutting measures, particularly switching from
cooper to aluminum wires which was the basic
reason for so many cable faults occurring
simultaneously all over the city, he noted, adding
that as a result, the citizens of Karachi are
plunged into darkness for hours whereas the
management of K-Electric is trying its level best
to somehow get away from the situation by
giving lame excuses.

He was of the opinion that apart from different
parts of the province, protests have also erupted
in many areas of Karachi and Hyderabad over
load-shedding and frequent power failures that
added to pubic woes during the holy month of
Ramazan amidst an ever-rising temperature. If
the power supply situation remains the same, it
may result in creating a more serious law and
order situation in Karachi therefore, the decision
makers in Islamabad and also in Sindh
Government must realize the gravity of situation
and strictly order K-Electric to immediately take
steps to ensure uninterrupted power supply in
every nook and corner of Karachi, he added.

President KCCI said that frequent load shedding
or power failures at some of the busiest and
densely populated areas have resulted in
intensifying the hardships for the people and
their families who are compelled to spend their
days and nights without electricity and water
which is highly unfair and unacceptable
particularly at a time when most of the people
are fasting because of Ramazan-ul-Mubarak

He said that it was not necessary to take
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remedial measures only when people start losing
their lives which had actually happened in June
2015 when dozens of people were killed in
Karachi and Sindh because of lethal heatstroke.
K-Electric should act responsibly this time as
any negligence on part of K-Electric may once
again result in loss of many precious
lives, he added.
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60 percent of traffic jams caused by public themselves: Siraj Teli
Chairman BMG underscores need to initiate across-the-board Traffic Awareness Campaign
Chairman Businessmen Group (BMG) & Former President
Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KCCI) Siraj Kassam
Teli has said that around 60 percent of the traffic jams being
suffered on the streets of Karachi, particularly after recent rains,
are caused by the public themselves because of fearless violation
of traffic rules, absence of civic sense and totally senseless and
amateurish driving which is mainly due to lack of awareness and
proper training about the basic traffic rules.
In a statement issued, Siraj Teli said that Provincial and Local
governments can only be blamed for the remaining 40 percent
which includes failure to deal with encroachments, negligence to
city’s dilapidated sewerage network, timely unclogging rainwater
and other Nullahs and unavailability of traffic police officers and
other municipal staff at important spots to deal with different
situations emerging during and after the torrential rains.
He said that it is mainly the public which has to be blamed for the
severe traffic jams as whenever a commuter sees some standstill
rainwater on any road or underpass, he or she fearlessly violates
the one-way traffic rule, which encourages dozens of others to do
the same. Although these commuters regularly use these roads
every day and are well aware that no sump is present on that
particular road yet they prefer to make immediately a U-turn and
violate one-way traffic rule to save their vehicles. Consequently,
severe traffic jams occur at some of the busiest roads where
people remain stuck up for hours and they can easily been seen
blaming the government for traffic mess without realizing their
own mistakes.
Absenteeism of traffic police officers at important locations and
unavailability of municipal staff to promptly clear the standstill
water from roads is the second major reason behind traffic jams
being suffered by the citizens but it is the public themselves who
are initially responsible for the traffic mess, he said, adding that
60 percent of the traffic related problems can be resolved by
initiating across-the-board Public Awareness Campaigns.
He urged the authorities in Sindh Government, Traffic Police
Department and the media to act responsibly by immediately

initiating ‘Public Awareness Campaigns’ about traffic rules and
the Karachi Chamber, being a socially responsible institution, will
also be doing the same with immediate effect by utilizing all
available resources for raising awareness about traffic rules
amongst the masses.
Chairman BMG further stated that in the present circumstances,
anyone can fearlessly drive on the streets of Karachi without a
valid driving license whereas acquiring a driving license without
any training or test is also not an uphill task due to corruption
and some sheer flaws in the system which have to be strictly
addressed in order to improve the traffic flow situation.
“We have been demanding from time to time that no one should
be allowed to drive on the roads at any cost without a valid
driving license which should only be issued after proper training
only to those individuals who qualify the relevant theoretical and
practical tests but unfortunately, the concerned authorities have
paid zero attention to this demand and the consequences are in
front of us every day while driving on the streets of Karachi
where traffic flow situation continues to worsen day by day”, he
added.

Siraj Teli further underscored the need to completely overhaul the
entire traffic policing system in order to improve traffic flow and
this has to be done from the grass root level. The first step in the
right direction will be to immediately disallow people from driving
without a license, followed by a massive Public Awareness
Campaigns at all levels and proper training not only to the public
but also to traffic police officers so that they could become
capable enough to efficiently control traffic and strictly deal with
traffic rules’ violators.
He also stressed the need to substantially raise the existing
penalties for traffic rules violators which, if done, would trigger
some kind of fear amongst the masses.
Chairman BMG hoped that the decision makers at the provincial
and local governments would pay attention to this serious issue
and devise effective strategies to control traffic, besides
improving the dilapidated infrastructure of Karachi in order to
provide some relief to the perturbed citizens who continue to
suffer for hours and even get looted on the streets during traffic
jams.

Shamim Firpo demands immediate
settlement of refunds claims
President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo, while referring to numerous
requests received from KCCI members, urged the
government to immediately settle pending refunds claims in
order to save manufacturers-cum-exporters, particularly
small exporters, from suffering severe liquidity crunch.
In a statement issued, President KCCI added that the
government must ensure availability of suffice liquidity to
exporters if it was really serious in dealing with the issue of
dwindling exports.
He said that the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) has been
continuously targeting the exporters by delaying billions of
rupees refunds of sales tax, withholding, customs rebates,
duty drawback on taxes & levies for achieving its budgetary
revenue collection targets. “FBR is focused only on further
squeezing the existing taxpayers, while no effort was being
made to bring tax-evaders into the net for broadening tax-toGDP ratio”, he added.
He noted that tax refunds of Rs300billion of textile industry
alone were stuck up with FBR, resulting in intensifying the
hardships for the industry. The government must realize the
seriousness of the situation and take steps for timely
clearance of all stuck up refunds with a view to provide some
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relief to perturbed business community.
Referring to a recent statement by Federal Commerce
Minister Khurram Dastgir Khan in which he claimed that his
ministry’s entire attention was focused on the
reimbursement of tax refunds and other payments under
Prime Minister’s Rs180 billion exports incentive package,
Shamim Firpo asked that how will the government be able to
settle huge refund claims with such a petty incentive
package, particularly in a situation when refund claims of
textile industry alone have escalated to above Rs300 billion.
Delays in implementation of PM’s exports incentive package
is also a matter of concern for the business and industrial
community, he added.
Shamim Firpo recalled that under Prime Minister’s directives,
Sales Tax refunds of up to Rs22 billion were settled in the
month of August 2016 which was followed by another
settlement of refunds claims of Rs21 billion in the month of
November 2016 but it has been seven months now since the
last payments against refund claims were made whereas
such claims have been escalating every day, triggering
extreme anxiety amongst many taxpayers.
In this regard, he advised the government to devise an
automated system which must ensure release of all pending
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refund claims on monthly or quarterly basis which, if done,
would enable the industrialists and exporters to efficiently
devise their future business expansion strategies and create
an enabling environment in which the businessmen and
industrialists will be least bothered about the release of
refund claims and they will stay focused on exploring ways
and means of how to enhance their businesses and exports.
He opined that the improved economic figures along with
positive developments taking place due to China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) clearly indicate that Pakistan was
headed in the right direction and was likely to become one of
the fastest growing economies of the world but on the other
hand, the government must act sensibly by ensuring a levelplaying field to the business and industrial community so
that they could be able to catch up with the pace and stay
afloat in the extremely competitive business environment.
President KCCI hoped that the government comes up with
pro-business initiatives soon as only such initiatives can
rescue Pakistan’s economy from the clutches of IMF. “We are
ready to utilize all our expertise and resources to promote
industrialization and expansion but the government must
also support us and refrain from taking anti-business moves
and deliberate delays which hinder progress and prosperity
for the country”, he added.
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Pictorial Highlights of KCCI Delegation’s meeting with DG NLC
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Pakistan’s Competitiveness
A Regional Perspective

Similarly; China, India and Thailand,
comparatively
larger
economies,
also
remained resilient. While, Pakistan’s share was
least among all the countries and its
percentage in total world’s export rather
declined to 0.13% in 2015 from earlier 0.14%
in 2011.
The investment led exports growth has proved
to be an important strategic tool in various
countries like Vietnam, China, Singapore,
Malaysia and Cambodia where exports have
been enhanced manifold by attracting foreign
direct investment chiefly in the sectors
engaged in the manufacturing of export
commodities.

FY12

FY13

FY14

FY15

FY16

Textile Group
Food Group
Other Manufacturers

24.81
13.79
4.51
4.04

23.64
12.36
4.24
4.86

24.52
13.06
4.73
5.11

25.13
13.74
4.62
4.64

23.89
13.48
4.56
3.84

20.80
12.46
3.99
3.23

% Change
(FY14-FY16)
-17%
-9%
-14%
-30%

All other items
Petroleum Group

1.12
1.35

1.28
0.91

1.58
0.03

1.41
0.72

1.43
0.59

0.97
0.16

-32%
-78%

Exports Value

CAGR
(FY11-FY16)

-3%
-2%
-2%
-4%
-3%
-35%

*CAGR: Cumulative Average growth rate

Source: KCCI Research, SBP

Moreover, FDI is predominantly being
attracted in the oil and gas exploration
followed by financial business and power
sector which do not directly improve
manufacturing and exports. There is a need to
attract FDI in the sectors which manufacture
value added items like performance fabrics &
technical textiles, home furnishing products,
apparel etc. Moreover, engineering goods,
food processing and pharmaceuticals are also
lucrative sectors for attracting investment.

FY10

FY11

1

FY13

FY14

FY15

1.90
1.51

1.70

FY12

0.92
1.33

1.5

1.01

1.46

2

0.86

2.5

0.82
0.82

Gross Capital Formation (GCF) is an
investment indicator of economy and is the
country’s accumulation of fixed assets in
order to spend on its land improvements,
machinery, equipment purchases and plant;
construction of roads, railways, industrial and
commercial buildings. In the regional
countries, stock of capital formation is on
upward trajectory for the last three decades
while Pakistan’s stock formation is at the
lowest among all the neighbors.

Pakistan's Net FDI & Prot Repatriation (FY10-FY16)
1.63

Likewise, the investments in Pakistan have
also not picked up pace despite the hype of
China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
Project while profit repatriation has been
rising over the years offsetting a major portion
of the positive impact of FDI inflows.

0.57

Regional competitors China, India, Bangladesh
and Vietnam have grabbed good chunk of
Pakistan’s market share in various export
categories in the past few years. Bangladesh
and Vietnam experienced continuous rise in
global exports share even when the
international commodity prices were at their
lows; as they occupied 0.20% and 0.98%
shares respectively during 2015.

FY11

Value in $ Bn

2.15

Unfortunately, Pakistan has not been
successful in making noticeable headway in
any of these areas despite several incoherent
policies announced to incentivize investments
and exports. The ineffectiveness of policies is
evident from the waning exports and lackluster
growth in investments. In the span of last two
years (FY14– Fy16), Pakistan’s export has
slackened off by more than 17%. Exports of
Pakistan’s largest sector i.e. textiles have
dropped by ~9% to $ 12.46Bn in the last two
years.

Break up of Export Sectors (FY16 - FY11)

0.58

In a situation where Pakistan manufacturing,
investment as well as exports are not picking
up pace while the country’s deficits and debts
is piling up, immediate and intense measures
are required for expansion of existing
industries, achieving economies of scale or
establishing new export-oriented industries
while achieving product diversification through
technology transfers, innovations and
Greenfield projects. Once there is capacity to
attain exportable surplus, the second phase is
of finding the buyer where cost
competitiveness, quality controls, marketing,
reaching new destinations and channel
efficiencies come in play.

0.5
0
-0.5
-1
Net FDI (US$ Bn )

Prot Repatriation (US$ Bn)

FY16

% Change in FDI

Source: KCCI Research, SBP

REGIONAL GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION (AS A % OF GDP)
60
50
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High Cost of Doing Business
The main reason for the lackluster
performance of manufacturing, exports and
investments
can
be
attributed
to
comparatively higher cost of doing business
in the region; particularly the elevated utilities’
prices and wages, due to which Pakistan has
lost its export competitiveness to a large
extent.

20
10
0

China

India

Pakistan

Bangladesh

Source: KCCI Research, WorldBank

Vietnam

Share of South Asian Economies in World Exports with Values ($ Bn)
Pakistan
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

China

Vietnam

Thailand

India

Bangladesh

World

Value

% share

Value

% share

Value

% share

Value

% share

Value

% share

Value

% share

Value

25
25
25
25
22

0.14%
0.13%
0.13%
0.13%
0.13%

1,898
2,049
2,209
2,342
2,275

10.4%
11.1%
11.7%
12.3%
13.8%

97
115
132
151
162

0.53%
0.62%
0.70%
0.79%
0.98%

229
230
229
228
211

1.25%
1.25%
1.21%
1.20%
1.30%

305
294
313
322
267

1.67%
1.60%
1.66%
1.69%
1.62%

24.4
25.1
29.1
30.4
32.4

0.13%
0.14%
0.15%
0.16%
0.20%

17,816
17,930
18,300
18,493
15,984

Source: KCCI Research, WTO
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Potential target markets and products
Commerce
Ministry
identified
some
destinations and products having potential to
boost exports quantum of the country under
the STPF. These products included leather,
fisheries, pharmaceutical and surgical goods
while
countries
of
Commonwealth
Independent States (CIS), Latin America and
Africa were indicated as potential markets.

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.14

0.21

0.22

0.22

0.25

0.29

0.53

0.98

1.12

2.24

M aj o r F D I s e c t o r s i n P a k i s t a n F Y 1 2 - 1 6
(5 Years Cumulative)

Forwarding this strategy, countries from each
of the region have been selected in this report,
on the basis of the size of their GDP. These
include Brazil, Russia, Mexico, Kazakhstan
and Egypt. Exports’ trends have been analyzed
to highlight the opportunities of boosting
exports to these countries.
Brazil: Pakistan is exporting several items to
Brazil however its share is still meagre in
comparison to its regional competitors. Brazil
imports several items that holds high potential
for Pakistan. In this regard, sea food,
pharmaceutical and leather goods can be
exported to Brazil.

Value in $ Bn
The minimum monthly wage rates of $ 66
combined with low electricity and gas prices
and low corporate tax rates have kept
Bangladesh’s exports sector resilient even at
the times when low commodity index was
prevailing in the world last year. Over the
years, a number of industrial units have
moved to Bangladesh where cost of doing
business is comparatively much lower than all
the other regional countries in South Asia.
On the other hand, Pakistan remains an
attractive investment destination for China as
minimum wage rate of $ 134/month in
Pakistan is still nominal in comparison to
China and India. However, since the electricity
prices in Pakistan are much higher than
China, it has made power sector of Pakistan
more lucrative for investment. It might be for
this reason that Chinese investment is more
directed in the power sector rather than export
oriented sectors despite availability of cheap
labor in Pakistan. Therefore, it is important to
understand that low electricity prices would
not only strengthen Pakistan’s position as an
attractive investment destination but would
also ensure this investment in exports led
sector.

Source: KCCI Research, SBP
Poor logistics & ports’ infrastructure
Currently, Pakistan’s logistics are considered
to be the poorest among whole region and
stands below the global averages. Pakistan’s
90% international trade is routed through sea
and Karachi seaports; Karachi Port Trust
(KPT) & Port Qasim, handles 95% of this
trade. However the dwell time of container in
Karachi is 7 days which is about three times
more than that in developed countries, East
Asia and Europe.
Similarly, the vessel call charges at KPT are
one of the highest in region; standing at
around $ 27,000 compared with $ 2,890 at
Dubai port and $ 2,975 being charged at
Singapore’s port. Furthermore, exporting from
Karachi takes around 141 hours in fulfilling
documentary
and
border
compliance
compared to 20 hours in OECD countries
while 294 hours are consumed to import from
Karachi relative to only 13 hours from OECD
countries. Similarly, 80% of the land transport
is over roads which incur higher logistic cost
due to poor customs and border management
and worn out infrastructure.

Efficacy of Strategic Trade Policy Framework
2015-18
Commerce Ministry had focused on
facilitating trade by way of reducing cost of
doing business, standardizing products,
applying regulatory measures, enhancing
markets’ (China, EU, Iran & Afghanistan) and
products’ (basmati rice, horticulture, meat and
meat products, jewelry) diversification,
improving export competitiveness and
increasing exports to $ 35Bn under its
Strategic Trade Policy Framework (STPF)
2015-18, by the end of Fy18.
Targets were over ambitious and the policy
failed in suggesting practical steps for
achieving them. Many policy objectives
remain mere part of the document. There is
no mechanism to ensure the implementation
of STPF or remove the bottlenecks in the way
of achieving stipulated goals. As exports are
still continuously declining in the ongoing
fiscal year 2017, there is an urgent need of reintroducing trade policy which is more
practical and all encompassing.

Russia: There is a plenty of room available for
Pakistan to enhance its goods export to
Russia. Potential export items include fish &
fish preparations and leather articles. Russia
imports fish and fish preparation from all
regional countries like India, China,
Bangladesh and Vietnam. However Pakistan’s
exports in this niche is nil. Furthermore,
exports of raw hides to Russia can further be
improved.
Mexico: Being one of the largest importers in
the world, Mexico imports all those
commodities which are also produced in
Pakistan. Still Pakistan’s overall export to
Mexico merely totaled $ 99Mn in comparison
to Vietnam’s $ 1.54Bn and India’s $ 2.77Bn
during 2015. In purview of this, Pakistani
exporters of fish, crustaceans and fish
preparations should make their way to Mexico
in an effort to diversify into new markets.
Mexican markets should also be reached for
exports of pharmaceutical and leather
products by Pakistani exporters.
Egypt: Among African countries, Egypt is a
well-developed large economy which imports
several items from the Asian continent.
Among the identified potential items, Pakistan
should look for boosting its exports of fish
preparations as well as pharmaceuticals.

COMPARISON OF COST OF DOING BUSINESS WITH REGIONAL COMPETITORS
Indicators

Pakistan

China

Bangladesh

India

19 cents/kwh

13.9 - 14.7 cents/Kwh

9 cents/kwh

16 - 25.5 cents/Kwh

$ 4/ mmBtu

$ 4.5 - $ 8.55/ mmBtu

$ 2.5/mmBtu

$ 2.5/ mmBtu

Minimum Wage per month***

$ 134

$ 294

$66

$ 274

Corporate Tax Rates****

31%

25%

25%

35%

Sales Tax Rate

17%

Electricity Prices*
Gas Prices**

Economic Horizon

17%
15%
5%, 12%, 18%, 28%
Source: KCCI Research, WB*, News Sources**,NWPC***,KPMG****
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Brazil
Russia
Mexico
Egypt
Kazakhstan

2015 ($ Mn)

Fish &
Crustacean

Fish & Fish
Prep.

Total Pak. Exports
Brazil Imports
Pak. Exports to Brazil
China Exports
India Exports
Vietnam Exports
Bangladesh Exports
Russia Imports
Pak. Exports to Russia
China Exports
India Exports
Vietnam Exports
Bangladesh Exports
Mexico Imports
Pak. Exports to Mexico
China Exports
India Exports
Vietnam Exports
Bangladesh Exports
Egypt Imports
Pak. Exports to Egypt
China Exports
India Exports
Vietnam Exports
Bangladesh Exports
Kazakhstan Imports
Pak. Exports to Kazakhs
China Exports
India Exports
Vietnam Exports
Bangladesh Exports

328.71
1,109.58
209.15
77.35
1,355.04
166.76
566.70
156.14
14.99
125.20
562.86
8.18
18.04
18.65
54.84
0.12
50.65
1.08
0.84
2.14
-

10.17
77.80
2.13
351.72
51.81
1.06
3.10
1.07
482.10
80.34
0.21
2.66
216.40
1.73
1.90
1.23
0.003
-

Kazakhstan: This landlocked CIS state is one
of the most competitive economy of its region
however, it has not been explored by Pakistani
exporters. It imports knitted apparel items,
rice, fruits, meat and offal from regional
competitors of Pakistan. Thus local exporters
should look for exporting these items to
Kazakhstan for promotion of exports.
As part of exports enhancement strategy,
Pakistan should not only stick to certain
export destinations, but all out efforts should
be made to reach the world’s largest
importers in every export item category to
fetch greater export revenues. In this regard,
import markets of China, USA and Japan
should also be thoroughly explored and
export linkages should be developed in other
unconventional items.
Comparison
of
competitiveness:

Te x t i l e

sector

Observing dismal performance of the
country’s export sector, the
government introduced

export package of worth PKR 180Bn in
January 2017 along with duty drawback of 6%
on textile made ups, 5% on processed fabric,
4% on yarn and grey fabric with 7% duty
drawback on textile garments, sport goods,
leather and footwear items. However this
measure has been adopted for the period of
Jan.’17-Jun.’18 which is very short and
therefore would not help in uplifting exports.
Furthermore, Finance Ministry’s failure in
releasing funds on time remained another
obstacle which comes in the way of boosting
exports through such packages.

Pharma
212.69
6,463.67
93.09
247.17
0.04
0.44
8,691.48
6.62
59.81
468.14
6.74
0.06
4,804.09
0.03
99.80
78.79
0.02
2,274.25
0.96
31.82
15.92
1,222.66
4.74
4.46
86.14
1.91

Raw hides,
Leather

Surgical
Goods

425.09
687.62
350.63
19.44
483.91
1,339.69
0.00
4.28
7.08
0.39
371.65
149.21
0.09
7.22
21.78
0.01
13.92
0.72
0.01
0.66
33.28
650.51
1,574.66
0.93
9.85
4.56
1.6
370.17
198.21
3.4
31.51
5.55
0.001
30.31
0.76
0.76
1,165.00
905.86
2,602.23
0.18
2.76
30.64
6.54
518.67
125.73
23.53
13.27
31.15
0.16
22.80
2.50
0.01
1.32
12.17
83.61
332.79
1.04
0.74
0.11
62.53
35.99
0.49
4.90
1.29
0.02
0.04
3.78
81.32
0.06
0.48
0.02
52.38
21.89
2.16
0.83
0.78
0.16
0.04
Source: KCCI Research, Trademap

extend further cost reduction in oil supplies to
China. Recently, it has created a fund of 20Bn
Yuan (~ $2.8Bn) for establishment of a textile
city in Xinjiang to promote exports of textiles.
It will be quite difficult for Pakistani textiles to
compete in the region in the current
circumstances.
The incentives offered by the govt. in
Pakistan, India and Bangladesh have been
compared in the table below;
Impact of CPEC on trade and investment

In contrast, textile sector of our neighboring
countries like Bangladesh, India and China are
thriving and have remained far more
competitive even in the times when low
commodity index was prevailing in the
international market. The resilience of their
export structure is the outcome of simple tax
incentives provided by their govt. through
various policy measures.

A more than $ 54Bn China Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) flagship project has been
lately receiving govt.’s top priority due to its
economic viability for Pakistan’s economy.
CPEC will result in improved Pakistan’s
infrastructure by laying down road and railway
networks, setting up power projects, industrial
economic zones and deep sea port which
bodes well for exports and manufacturing.

In China, the cost of production is much
cheaper complimented by host of facilities to
the Chinese manufacturers. CPEC is going to

Under China’s One Belt One Road (OBOR)
initiative, 3,000kms long corridor will be
constructed and connected through Western
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Chinese province Xinjiang with Pakistan’s
deep seaport Gwadar which would enable
China to access Arabian Sea. The corridor will
facilitate China to import oil through shorter
trade route and at low freight charges which
would reduce its import bill as well as cost of
doing business. Furthermore, China would be
able to save days to exports goods to the
Middle Eastern, African and European
countries. Moreover, Chinese government is
providing subsidies as well as very conducive
business environment to its exporters which
sometime enable them to sell even at cost.
China is large exporter of labor intensive
goods like footwear, textiles, clothing,
furniture, plastic products and ceramics; there
are bright chances that Pakistan would see
huge influx of cheap Chinese goods in the
local markets through CPEC which may
greatly affect local industries as well as
exports of Pakistan. Not only this, Chinese
government has planned to develop its
Xinjiang province as a major textile city which
may grab Pakistan’s export markets due to
their cost competitiveness, in future.
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Incentives provided by Pakistan, Bangladesh & India to their Textile Sectors
BANGLADESH
1

2

Bangladesh govt. provides tax relief on
utility services for manufacturing export
items; 100% on insurance and clearing
& forwarding agents, 80% on
electricity while 60% duty drawback is
provided on water and telecom
services.
Tax holiday of up to 12 years is being
provided to the industrial units that
have been established within the special
economic zones.

3

INDIA

PAKISTAN

A fund to upgrade technology has
been introduced under which subsidy
of 5% - 6% is being provided to the
entire value chain of exports sector.
100% income tax exemption on
export income for rst 5 years, 50%
for next 5 years thereafter and 50%
of the ploughed back export prot
for next 5 years.

-

10 years income tax exemption to
enterprises commencing commercial
production by FY20 otherwise for 5
years. Allowed duty free import of
capital
goods.
Captive
power
generation allowed and excess can be
sold.
Companies with $ 5Mn exports goods &
services can avail Long Term Financing
Facility (LTFF) at the rate of 6% for the
period of 3-10.Mark up rate for Export
Renance Scheme is 7.5%.
0% sales tax on machinery imports by
textile industrial units registered with
Ministry of Textile Industry. 0% sales tax
and customs duty on import of Cotton,
articial staple ber and other types of
cotton imports.

-

The government’s scheme of interest
rate equalization offers 3% interest
rate payment.

Manufacturing units which export at
least 80% of their commodities; are
treated as 100% export oriented
industries and are eligible for refunds
on their production

The cost of provident fund and
workers welfare fund being given to
the employees; is borne by the
government authorities for the
period of three years.

5

Bangladesh’s government provides 4%
cash rebate to the apparel exporters
on the FOB values for promoting its
textile sector.

A reward of 2%-5% is being given
on FOB value of commodities’
export. The furnace oil and diesel
have been made zero rated to
provide duty drawback to the
exporters along with additional 5%
rebate for which INR 55 billion have
been earmarked by the government.

A reward of 4%-7% DLTL on FOB
values for promotion of textile exports.

6

Using local yarn and fabric; 5% cash
subsidy is being provided to the
exporters.

-

-

7

Bangladesh govt. has kept apparel
sector zero rated.

Around 74 integrated textile parks
have been established by Indian
govt. that provides 40% grant on
start-up cost.

Zero rating of textile sector from supply
chain up-till retail stage.

4

Source: KCCI Research, News Source
Comprehensive strategy required
In the times when exports are already falling
off, foreign direct investment is not sufficient
and remittances are on the lower side;
ensuring incessant capital inflows for
stabilizing foreign exchange reserves would
be an uphill task for the policy
makers/economy. Nonetheless, it has become
ever-more critical in the current FY17 to boost
foreign exchange receipts through exports
and investment for medium to long term
stability of the external account as oil prices
have already started increasing and debt
payments are also due in near future.
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Creating a business friendly environment is
crucial to achieving the objectives of growth in
exports and investments. This includes stable
policies spanning at least over five years,
doing away with red-tape and corruption,
incorporating technologies moving towards
automation
and
paperless
working
environment.
The businesses must be provided with
uninterrupted supply of electricity, gas and
water at competitive rates in addition to
proper and modern infrastructure and
transport facilities including telecom, rail,
road,
bridges,
ports,
logistics
and
warehousing
support
etc.
Making
improvements in the border, port and
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customs management is critical for enhancing
efficiency.
Make coordinated efforts to increase the
volume of exports by diversifying product
mix, penetrating new markets, revising free
trade agreements more favorably, improve on
ease of doing business, rationalize tax system,
enhance efficiencies moving towards onewindow facilities and reduce manufacturing
and export costs.
Trade facilitation includes all out support to
exporters offering extensive marketing
channels, quality control awareness, tax
advisory, access to finance, documentation
and paperwork facilitation, awareness on

latest trends and best practices and B2B
match-making which are very weak in
Pakistan. We can incorporate the China model
which has very comprehensive end-to-end
trade facilitation systems in place.
The functionality of Exim bank would be a
positive step which been on the cards for an
extended period however, its launch is still
pending on the part of government authorities
which should not be further delayed. The
services offered under Exim Bank will fulfil the
needs of the exporters of low cost of
borrowing and help in reducing the
risks.

Pictorial Highlights

Chairman Businessmen Group & Former President KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli and President Karachi
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo presenting chamber’s crest to
Deputy Inspector General of Police (Traffic) Asif Aijaz Shaikh, during his visit to Karachi Chamber.
Vice Chairmen BMG Zubair Motiwala, Haroon Farooki & Anjum Nisar, Vice President KCCI
Muhammad Younus Soomro, Former President KCCI AQ Khalil, former SVP KCCI Jawed Bilwani and
Chairman Communications Muhammad Ali Aziz are also seen in the picture.

Chairman Businessmen Group and Former President Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KCCI) Siraj
Kassam Teli and President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo presenting Chamber’s crest to Major General (Retd)
Simon Porter, Snr DS, who led a delegation from Royal College of Defence Studies (RCDS) United Kingdom
during their visit to KCCI. Senior Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar, Group Captain Edwards Simon Scott UK,
Group Captain Burns Adrian Stewart UK and others are also seen in the picture.

President Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo presenting
chamber’s crest to Ambassador of Turkmenistan Atadjan Movlamov during his visit to Karachi
Chamber. Senior Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice President KCCI Muhammad Younus Soomro and
others are also present on the occasion.

Members of a KCCI delegation being led by Senior Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar pose for a
group photo prior to their departure for China to attend Kunming Trade Fair.

President Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo
presenting KCCI’s Crest to Chief Executive Officer, EXIM Bank of Pakistan Muhammad
Ashraf Khan during his visit to KCCI. Senior Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar, Vice
President KCCI Muhammad Younus Soomro, former VP Agha Shahab Ahmed Khan and
others are also present at the picture.

President Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo
presenting Chamber’s crest to Designate Ambassador of Pakistan to Thailand Asim
Iftikhar Ahmad during his visit to Karachi Chamber.
Vice President KCCI Muhammad Younus Soomro, Chairman of Karachi Chamber’s
Diplomatic Missions and Embassies Liaison Sub-Committee Altaf A. Ghaffar, Member of
Managing Committee KCCI and others are also seen in the picture.
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Static display center to be established at Pak Embassy in Tashkent: Dr. Shami
Pakistan’s Ambassador to Uzbekistan Dr.
Irfan Yusuf Shami has stressed the need to
further tap and explore the Uzbek market by
identifying the potential areas, besides
effectively marketing Pakistani products and
services which would surely result in
improving the existing trade volume
between the two countries.
Talking to KCCI Office Bearers and Managing
Committee members during his visit to
Karachi Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, the Ambassador added that upon
assuming charge of Pakistan’s Embassy in
Tashkent, it will be one of his first and
foremost priority to establish a static display
center where chamber-wise details along
with samples of Pakistani products and
services will be exhibited.
President KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo,
Senior Vice President KCCI Asif Nisar and
KCCI Managing Committee members were
also present on the occasion.
Expressing deep concern over descending
exports of Pakistan, Dr. Shami assured to try
his level best to improve Pakistan’s trade
ties with Uzbekistan which is a highly
potential market for many Pakistani
products including pharma, surgical, sports,
agricultural products, mangoes, citrus fruits,
potatoes and other vegetables etc.
He further assured to maintain excellent
liaison with the Karachi Chamber on 24/7
basis so that trade linkages could be
improved between KCCI and the Uzbek
business community in order to effectively
respond to and fully facilitate numerous
trade inquiries. “I am your Ambassador and
I am your Commercial Counselor in
Uzbekistan. Any input from Karachi
Chamber to improve trade ties will always be

welcomed
and
surely
consideration, he added.

taken

into

He further advised the Karachi Chamber to
line up a business delegation to Uzbekistan
in the first week of October 2017 which will
be fully assisted by the Embassy and all out
efforts will be made to facilitate maximum
number of B2B meetings with Uzbek
counterparts with a view to pave way for
enhanced trade, investment and joint
ventures between the two countries.
Dr. Shami was of the view that ties between
Pakistan and Uzbekistan have been
improving as direct flights were operating at
full passenger and cargo capacity between
the two countries. “Uzbekistan Airways,
which is operating in 52 countries, has
initiated two direct flights a week from
Lahore to Tashkent which hardly take two
hours to reach destination. More direct
flights from Karachi to Tashkent and
Islamabad to Tashkent are also being
expected, depending on the passenger and
cargo traffic from these cities”, he added.

Dr. Shami further sought Chamber’s
assistance in identifying the bottlenecks,
problems, strengthen and weakness
hindering trade between the two countries
by seeking inputs from those KCCI’s
members who have visited Uzbekistan so
that steps could accordingly be taken to
rectify problems and maximum facilitation
could be extended to the business and
industrial community of Karachi Chamber.

under discussion initiatives between the two
countries, particularly Uzbekistan’s quest to
use Pakistani ports like Gwadar for reaching
out to international markets. “Pakistan
would very much like that the products of a
brotherly country find their way to sea via its
ports, which indeed offers the shortest route
to the high seas from Central Asia”, he
added.

Earlier, in his welcoming remarks, President
KCCI Shamim Ahmed Firpo underscored the
need to focus on improving Pakistan’s
regional trade with Central Asian Republics
particularly Uzbekistan as both countries
have been enjoying excellent relations since
Uzbekistan came to existence.

Shamim Firpo was of the opinion that
agreements on establishing banking
channels and liberal visa regimes were
imperative to improve bilateral trade and
investment whereas efforts must also be
made to increase business-to-business
contacts.

He said that the two sides will have to make
collective efforts to further explore
opportunities of promoting trade and
investment,
besides
exploring
the
possibilities of undertaking joint ventures
either in Pakistan or in Uzbekistan.
He also expressed satisfaction over various

KCCI President demands reduction in Sales
Tax on Mobile
Phones
President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce &
Industry (KCCI) Shamim Ahmed Firpo has requested
Federal Minister for Finance Ishaq Dar to reduce Sales
Tax on Feature Phones (Category-A) to Rs150 per
phone which has been raised to Rs650 in Federal
Budget 2017-18 as compared to Rs300 of Federal
Budget 2016-17.

He further asked the Finance Minister that Sales Tax
imposed on all three categories of mobile phones
should be restored to the same level where it was in
Federal Budget 2016-17.
In a letter to Finance Minister, President KCCI said that a delegation comprising importers and wholesalers of
Mobile Phones which was led by Former President Karachi Electronic Dealers Association (KEDA) Muhammad
Idrees expressed deep concern over the increase in Sales Tax on imported Mobile Phones which has been raised
to an unrealistic and exorbitant level in the recently announced Federal Budget 2017-18.
He said that Sales Tax on Mobile Phone (Feature Category), which is comparatively a basic and cheaper phone,
has been raised from Rs300 to Rs650 per phone along with an additional Regulatory Duty of Rs250, which means
that the total taxes and duties have been raised by around 112 percent on an imported phone of Rs800 only which
is a sheer injustice not only to the concerned traders but also to the poor and down trodden segment of society.
According to rough estimates, the government may not be able to earn much revenue by imposing exorbitant
taxes and regulatory duties on Mobile Phones. In fact, this step will prove counterproductive as it will discourage
legal imports and encourage smuggling which will not only affect the local business activities and raise
unemployment but will also result in loss of revenue to the national exchequer, he added.
He hoped that keeping in view the hardships being faced by concerned traders, the government will pay attention
to this serious issue by restoring Sales Tax of Federal Budget 2016-17 on all three categories whereas the Sales
Tax on Feature Phone (Category A) will also be reduced to Rs150 per phone.
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He pointed out that Pakistan and Uzbekistan
can enjoy close collaboration in the oil and
gas sector whereas as Uzbekistan was
already building a rail link up to Mazar-eSharif, this link could be further extended to
Gwadar to promote trade.

Dar reviews progress on
development of border
crossing complexes
Finance Minister Senator Mohammad Ishaq
Dar recently chaired a meeting to review the
progress on the development of border
crossing complexes at Torkham and Chaman
as part of the Integrated Transit Trade
Management System (ITTMS) project.
Finance Secretary, Secretary Economic
Affairs Division, Quartermaster General of
Pakistan Army, Country Director Asian
Development Bank (ADB), DG NLC, Project
Director ITTMS at Federal Board of Revenue
(FBR), and senior officials of the Ministry of
Finance, ADB, and Infrastructure Project Development Facility participated
in the meeting.
The Project Director updated the Finance Minister regarding the progress
of the project. DG NLC briefed the meeting regarding the technical aspects
of the project. NLC has been assigned to carry out the civil works of the
project on the two sites. Country Director ADB informed the meeting that
ADB considers it as an important project due to its significance in the
context of the corridor for trade envisaged under the Central Asia Regional
Economic Cooperation (CAREC).
The finance minister appreciated the efforts of all stakeholders, including
ADB, in ensuring satisfactory progress of the project so far.
He said that the project is based on the vision of the government to
develop Pakistan as an economic corridor and enhance regional
connectivity.
The finance minister said that the project, once completed, will result in
significant reduction in processing times at the border crossing points
in Torkham and Chaman. He urged all stakeholders to ensure
completion of the project in accordance with the
scheduled timelines.

Monthly News Roundup
Pakistan to join top global economies of G20 by 2030: Dar

Pakistan among top remittance recipients

Moody’s supports govt commitment to moderate fiscal deficit in 2017/18

Speaking at a contract signing ceremony of "Broadband for Sustainable
Development Projects and National Incubation Centres", Finance Minister
Ishaq Dar has said that Pakistan would be part of elite club of leading world
economies G20 by 2030 according to predictions of international financial
institutions. The Minister said that Pakistan has signed agreements with
Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in 2016,
changed its laws and made its financial systems compatible with global
standards to stop tax evasion.

According to a report released by the International Fund for Agricultural
Development (IFAD) it is revealed that Asia is the originating region of the
highest number of migrants, 77Mn, with 48Mn of them remaining within the
continent, and annual remittances to the Asia-Pacific region increased by
87% during the past decade, reaching $ 244Bn. Of the total global
remittances, 80% are received by 23 countries, led by China, India, the
Philippines, Mexico and Pakistan.

US credit rating agency Moody’s has supported the government’s ability to
keep up with the fiscal deficit target set for FY18, but it doubted the
possibility of growth target’s attainability due to uplift fund constrains at the
provincial level. Moody’s Investors Service said in a news statement that the
Pakistan government’s B3 (stable rating) re-assertion of its commitment to
moderate deficits: The FY18 budget is credit positive for the sovereign, but
execution risk for the budget is high.

4% of global trade to pass through CPEC by 2020

The National Assembly Standing Committee on Planning, Development and
Reform has been informed that China has offered Pakistan to bring DiamerBhasha dam project under the umbrella of CPEC. Wapda Chairman
informed the committee that since no mega hydel project was included in
CPEC, both Pakistan and China are seriously mulling over including the
project.

Pakistan’s chief economist at the Planning Ministry, Nadeem Javaid, has
said that Pakistan’s debt and other payments on China’s “Belt and Road”
initiative will peak at around $ 5Bn in 2022, but will be more than offset by
transit fees charged on the new transport corridor. He further said that
Pakistani system will gain kind of toll tax and rental fees of roughly $6-$8Bn
a year. He said that Gwadar Xinjiang corridor should be completed by
Jun.’18.
IMF Regional Outlook: CPEC to boost investment
A new IMF report on regional outlook has noted that foreign-financed
infrastructure spending is a key driver in propelling growth in oil importing
countries, including Pakistan where implementation of the CPEC will boost
investment. IMF Regional Outlook report has clubbed Pakistan with MENAP
region and regional growth in MENAP region is expected to increase from
3.7% in 2016 to 4% in 2017 and to 4.4% in 2018. The report has further
noted that among the regional countries, growth will be particularly robust
in Djibouti and in Pakistan, mainly owing to the investment under CPEC.

China offers inclusion of Diamer-Bhasha in CPEC

Chinese tech giant Alibaba set to enter Pakistan
Pakistan has signed an MoU with the world’s largest e-commerce company,
Alibaba, to promote the country’s exports worldwide by Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) through e-commerce. Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and
Executive Chairman of Alibaba Jack Ma were present at the signing
ceremony. Under the terms of the MoU, Alibaba, Ant Financial and the TDAP
has agreed to foster growth of worldwide exports of products by SMEs in
Pakistan through e-commerce. Online and offline training programmes for
SMEs would also be conducted by Alibaba in a bid to assist enterprises with
on-boarding on to Alibaba’s platforms and optimizing exports through ecommerce.

WB projects 5.5% growth for Pakistan

Chinese firm to help make Karachi ‘e-health city’

According to the recently issued World Bank’s “Global Economic
Prospects” in Jun.’17, Pakistan’s economic growth is projected at 5.5% for
the next FY18 where growth rate in FY17 is expected to pick up to 5.2%,
reflecting an upturn in private investment, increased energy supply, and
improved security. However, Pakistan govt. has estimated economic
growth at 6% for the upcoming financial year 2017-18. The report further
says that Pakistan’s fiscal deficit should narrow further, as a result of
revenue-led fiscal consolidation.

In a bid to rank Karachi among the ‘e-health cities’ of the world, City Mayor
Wasim has said that a major health sector upgrade programme was being
worked out in KMC to improve the hospital management system in KMCrun hospitals and dispensaries. A memorandum of understanding would be
signed by the KMC and Sinopharm (Chinese Firm) with aim to help the KMC
modernise its healthcare facilities with improved delivery system, and
supply CT-scan machines, MRI, and other equipment, in addition to making
operating theatres and intensive care units well-equipped.

Pakistan shows strong growth, reduction in fiscal deficits: Moody’s

Attracted by high population, Turkish group Anadolu eyes retail business
in Pakistan

Moody’s Investors Service, in its latest review has said that strong growth
performance, fiscal deficit reduction and improved inflation dynamics have
underpinned Pakistan’s B3 rating with a stable outlook. The credit rating
agency said that the govt.’s very narrow revenue base weighs on debt
affordability. The analytical factors that are used in its Sovereign Bond rating
methodology are economic strength and institutional strength, which have
assessed as “moderate” and “very low” respectively. The agency further
noted that the implementation of the CPEC project has the potential to
transform the Pakistani economy by relieving infrastructure bottlenecks,
and stimulating both foreign and domestic investment.

The Anadolu group, one of Turkey’s largest business conglomerates, has
shown its intentions to enter Pakistan’s vibrant retail sector as part of the
group’s strategy to unearth fresh avenues of investments. The company is
observing the changing rural-urban dynamics of Pakistan where the rising
middle class is taking the lead. Group Chief Executive Officer Hulsit Zorlu
said their earlier decision to pour money into Pakistan’s soft drink sector
was a good move and the company was happy with what it had achieved in
Pakistan. Zorlu said that they will conduct a proper study to fully understand
the scope of retail and based on that we will take our next decision.

Implementation of reclassified Pakistan-inclusive EM Index announced

Dutch broadband firm to invest $ 10Mn in Pakistan

The MSCI Inc. has announced the implementation of their reclassified
Pakistan-inclusive EM Index. The start date of this implementation has been
set for Jun. 01, 2017. Based on T+2 settlement cycle, it is expected that the
related orders will be coming to the market on or before May 30, 2017. In
anticipation of substantial volumes and in light of certain classes of
investors to enter the market at the closing price, the PSX management has
announced the introduction of a Post-Close Session, which shall be
effective shortly.

A Dutch telecom firm, Augere Pakistan, would roll out long-term evolution
(LTE) technology in 11 cities across the country with an investment of $
10Mn becoming the first company in the country to deploy corporate LTE.
Currently, LTE service is available to mobile phone users alone, but with the
introduction of LTE for corporate sector, businesses would get high-speed
uninterrupted bandwidth and connectivity essential to run their business
operations. Initially the LTE service is being launched in Sukkur, Hyderabad,
Peshawar, Quetta, Sialkot, Sargodha, Faisalabad, Multan, Rahim Yar Khan,
Gujranwala and Gujrat. The company plans to upgrade the WIMAX network
in Karachi, Lahore, Islamabad and Rawalpindi by the end of 2017.

Pakistan’s external finance pressures still manageable, says Fitch
Fitch Ratings has said that the recent fall in Pakistan’s foreign-exchange
reserves and widening of its current account are manageable. The country
is also unlikely to face significant external-financing difficulties in the short
term. However, the statement added that there have been signs of a reemergence of external pressures since the end of the IMF programme.
Pakistan, Germany sign accord for sustainable economic development
Pakistan and Germany has signed a joint declaration to strengthen bilateral
cooperation in the fields of governance, energy and sustainable economic
development. The volume of bilateral development cooperation could reach
up to 109 (euro) million for the two year period 2017-18. The joint
declaration followed a meeting between Finance Ministers Ishaq Dar and
visiting German federal minister Gerd Muller. Both reaffirmed the mutual
commitment to further enhance and strengthen bilateral relations in
existing and new areas. He extended an invitation to the finance minister Dar
to visit Germany and meet with various business leaders to promote
investment and business opportunities in Pakistan.
Swedish auto giant Scania to sell heavy vehicles in Pakistan
Encouraged by the huge investment potential in Pakistan’s rapidly growing
automobile market, renowned Swedish heavy commercial vehicle
manufacturer Scania has announced that it will introduce its premium
trucks, truck-tractors, buses and coaches in the country through Yousaf
Dewan Companies. Later, the company will explore the potential of setting
up a manufacturing plant in Pakistan.
‘Pakistan can become world’s 20th biggest economy’
During a visit to ‘My Karachi Exhibition’ organized by KCCI, a British
parliamentarian said that Pakistan has immense potential to become the
world’s 20th largest economy by 2030, terming the country as a land of
opportunities, particularly in Karachi. He said that reality about Pakistan is
totally different from perception and Karachi is a safe place for travel. On
CPEC, the UK lawmaker said that they are reviewing all the aspects of the
corridor and it seems that it has a potential for British investment.

FDI crosses $ 2Bn mark
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) has crossed $ 2Bn mark, up 22%, during
11MFY17 after fetching $ 2.03Bn compared to $ 1.65Bn in 11MFY16. The
FDI inflows have been recorded at $ 2.40Bn compared to $ 370.4Mn
outflow. Out of total investment, some 48% has been arrived from China.
Month on month, during May.’17, FDI was $ 294Mn compared to $ 116Mn
in May.’16, showing an increase of 153%. The second component of foreign
investment i.e. portfolio investment (PI) declined 8% to stand negative at $
411Mn during 11MFY17. The country's total foreign investment including
FDI, portfolio investment and foreign public investment has surged by
111% as it fetched $ 2.64Bn during 11MFY17 compared to $ 1.25Bn in
11MFY16.
Global firms compete to set up converter station in Pakistan
The four countries that are part of the Central Asia-South Asia (Casa)
1,000MW power supply project have opened for evaluation the technical
bids received from international companies interested in providing and
setting up converter stations for electricity transmission through an energy
corridor. Officials of Pakistan, Afghanistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan met in
Dubai recently and opened technical bids filed by two Chinese companies,
US-based General Electric, French firm Alstom, Siemens of Germany and
Swedish company ABB. One converter station each will be set up in
Tajikistan and Pakistan.
Three companies get approval to set up car assembly plants in Pakistan
The govt. has taken a huge stride towards shaking up the Japanesedominated automobile industry, granting permission to three new
companies to set up their car assembly plants in Pakistan. The companies,
United Motors Private Limited (with Chinese collaboration), Kia-Lucky
Motors Pakistan Limited (collaboration of Lucky Group and Kia Motors
Korea) and Nishat Group (with South Korean Hyundai Company), will invest
$ 372Mn to set up the assembly/manufacturing plants under the Greenfield
investment category.
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Chinese company to set up cross-border telecom infrastructure
China Telecommunications Corp will set up resources to complete crossborder telecom infrastructure initiatives including the China-Pakistan
information corridor, the China-Laos-Thailand and the China-BangladeshMyanmar-India projects. Mr. Deng, CEO of its international unit China
Telecom Global Ltd has said that cross-border telecommunication
infrastructure is one of the first steps for international cooperation. The
company will invest more than $ 1Bn over the next three to five years to
expand its presence in the economies along the Belt and Road Initiative
including Pakistan.
First Pakistan-owned wind power project starts operation
The first Pakistan-owned early-harvest wind power project constructed
under the CPEC framework has started commercial operation. The 49.5MW
facility developed by Sachal Energy (wholly owned subsidiary of Arif Habib
Corporation Limited) over 680 acres of land in the Jhimpir Wind Corridor in
Sindh comprises 33 wind turbine generators and has been fully financed by
the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China.
IMF warns Pakistan, others of 30% hike in oil import bill
TDAP is to hold a series of such shows in the Central Asian countries of
Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan in May 2016 in which Pakistan's
products from export sectors will be displayed in professionally organized
pavilions of Pakistan.
'Pakistan not producing goods China needs’
Chinese Ambassador to Pakistan Sun Weidong has emphasized that
Pakistan is not producing the goods needed in China, which is a reason
behind the trade imbalance, but the situation will change when Chinese
companies start producing such products in Pakistan. He clarified that not a
single Chinese company would be allowed to install used machinery in
Pakistan and transfer of technology would be a prerequisite.
First direct London-China train finishes 12,000 km run
The first freight train linking UK directly to China arrived in the eastern
Chinese city of Yiwu after a 12,000-km trip, becoming the world’s secondlongest rail route. The journey is the latest effort in China’s drive to
strengthen trade links with Western Europe along a modern-day “Silk Road”
route.
SME Development Plan made part of Pakistan Vision
The 5-Year SME Development Plan developed by the Small and Medium
Enterprises Development Authority (SMEDA) has been made part of govt.’s
Pakistan Vision 2025 approved by the govt. The plan envisages growth of
SME sector through valuable contribution to the economy in terms of GDP,
exports enhancement, number of jobs and new enterprises.
Pakistan-Iran trade: PM for achieving $ 5Bn target
In a meeting with Iranian Foreign Minister Dr. Javad Zarif, PM Muhammad
Nawaz Sharif has underlined the need for concerted efforts to achieve $ 5Bn
target in bilateral trade between Pakistan and Iran as soon as possible. The
PM expressed satisfaction at the increasing high level exchanges between
the two countries to strengthen bilateral co-operation in diverse fields. He
hoped that the two sides would continue to expand economic interaction for
promoting mutually beneficial co-operation in the areas of trade,
investment, energy and connectivity.
Islamabad, Tehran to trade in euro or yen
In order to facilitate trade between Pakistan and Iran, SBP and Bank Markazi
Jomhouri Islami Iran (BMJII) have devised a Banking and Payment
Arrangement mechanism where euro or JPY-denominated transactions will
be eligible for settlement. It aims at establishing a banking channel for trade
between the two neighboring countries. The mechanism will be based only
on documentary Letter of Credits (L/Cs) conforming to the Uniform
Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits UCP 600 published by the
International Chamber of Commerce (ICC).
Dirty cargo terminal handles first vessel
The country’s first dirty cargo terminal, Pakistan International Bulk Terminal
(PIBT) located at Port Qasim, has started its operations by handling its
maiden coal cargo vessel of more than 41,000 tons. A second vessel loaded
with 39,550 tons coal, was also given berth. PIBT can handle coal, clinker
and cement in two days for a coal cargo ship as compared to seven days
with similar tonnage at the Karachi Port. PIBTL, under a 30-year builtoperate-and-transfer agreement with the Port Qasim Authority, has built its
own jetty equipped with two coal ship unloading cranes and one
cement/clinker loading crane. The terminal is capable of handling 12Mn
tons of cargo a year and has a storage yard spread over 62 acres.
Qatar Joins race to win Pakistan LNG pipeline contract
Qatar has joined the race to tap the growing energy market of Pakistan by
expressing interest in the $ 1.5Bn pipeline project for the supply of imported
LNG to feed gas-starved consumers in Punjab. Qatar has already taken the
lead in LNG supplies and signed a multibillion-dollar contract for gas export
to Pakistan. The Prime Minister has offered the signing of a state-to-state
deal without bidding.
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ARGENTINA – a brief overview
Argentina – a brief overview
Argentina benefits from rich natural resources, a highly
literate population, an export-oriented agricultural
sector, and a diversified industrial base. The economy
of Argentina is a high-income economy, Latin America's
third largest, and the second largest in South America
behind Brazil. Although one of the world's wealthiest
countries 100 years ago, Argentina suffered during
most of the 20th century from recurring economic crises, persistent fiscal and current account
deficits, high inflation, mounting external debt, and capital flight.
Economy of Argentina
Argentinian economy rebounded strongly in 2010 from the recession, but has slowed since late 2011
even as the government continued to rely on expansionary fiscal and monetary policies, which have
kept inflation in the double digits. The government expanded state intervention in the economy
throughout 2012. The authorities also took formal and informal measures to restrict imports during
the year, including a requirement for pre-registration and pre-approval of all the import items. In
July'12, the government also tightened currency controls in an effort to bolster foreign reserves and
stem capital flight. Argentina devalued the peso the most in 12 years after the central bank scaled back
its intervention in a bid to preserve international reserves that have fallen to a seven-year low. Since
end 2015, the govt. has taken a no. of steps to liberalize the economy, which include lifting capital
controls, floated the peso and removing export controls on some commodities.
Key Industries of Argentina
Key industries of Argentina include food processing, motor vehicles, consumer durables, textiles,
chemicals and petrochemicals, printing, metallurgy and steel. Major agricultural products include
sunflower seeds, lemons, soybeans, grapes, corn, tobacco, peanuts, tea, wheat and livestock.
Argentina's major trading commodities and partners
The main export partners of Argentina are Brazil, China, Chile and US. It imports commodities from
Brazil, US, China and Germany.
Economic Relations between Pakistan and Argentina
Pakistan and Argentina established diplomatic relations in 1951. Ever since, the two countries have
had friendly and cordial relationship and understanding on all the major global and regional issues.
The two countries have well established trade links, they maintain a "Joint Economic Committee" and
the Pak-Argentina Business Council, in order to expedite further growth in their relationship. The two
countries are currently most concerned with agricultural development schemes, particularly in the
areas of livestock disease control, as well as political and diplomatic issues of mutual interest.
Argentine companies have also expressed their interest in the exploration and development of gas
fields in the Pakistani provinces of Balochistan and Sindh. Pakistan and Mercusor (comprising
Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay) signed a Framework Agreement on Trade in Jul'06, with
intentions to progressively convert it into a Preferential Trade Agreement. The Plaza de Pakistan is a
landmark in Buenos Aires commemorating Argentine-Pakistan friendship.
Bilateral Trade Relations between Pakistan and Argentina
A formal agreement on bilateral trade and cooperation was signed between Argentina and Pakistan on
Jul. 19, 2002 giving their relationship "most favorable nation" status, in accordance with the World
Trade Organization regulations. Both the countries have considerable trade volume where during FY1516, Pakistan's exports to Argentina were recorded at $ 51.59Mn as against exports of $ 44.06Mn in
the previous year, showing 17% increase. Pakistan's imports from Argentina stood at $ 193.79Mn
during FY16 as against imports of $ 141.31Mn in the same period last year reflecting increase of 37%.
The trade surplus stood at its highest to $ 142.2Mn which is in the favor of Argentina.
Potential for enhancing bilateral trade relations between Argentina and Pakistan
-

Agriculture, alternative energy, halal food, pharmaceuticals and CNG buses for passengers could
serve as key sectors for starting joint ventures between the two nations.

-

Technology being used in the Argentinian agriculture and livestock sectors can also be
transferred to Pakistan.

-

Pakistan also has great potential for the exports of fruits and vegetables to Argentina; therefore
fruit processing plants can be developed on modern lines to meet the demand.

-

Pakistan also has huge growth potential in the traditional exports to Argentina like rice, sports
goods, surgical instruments, leather and textile products.

DISCLAIMER: This report has been prepared by KCCI Research & Development Dept. The information contained herein have been compiled or arrived at based upon data obtained from sources believed
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Such information has not been independently verified. Contact: res@kcci.com.pk

Valuation Ruling Received From
Directorate General of Customs Valuation, Custom House, Karachi
or Further Details: Kindly contact Mr. Saqib Good Luck (Chairman, Customs, Valuation, Import & Anti-Smuggling Sub-Committee 2016-17) through Email on msaqibgoodluck@gmail.com

S. No.

Date

Valuation
Ruling #

1

8-Jun-17

1176/2017

Portable / Window Type Air Conditioners

8415.1010, 8415.1020

2

8-Jun-17

1177/2017

Shoe Polish

3405.101

3

9-Jun-17

1178/2017

Tropical Multi System / Chiller Type / Ductless Air conditioners

4

12-Jun-17

1179/2017

Disposable Razors and Razor Parts

8212.1000, 8212.2000, 8212.9000

5

14-Jun-17

1180/2017

Weighing Scales

8423.1000, 8423.8100, 8423.8200

6

16-Jun-17

1181/2017

Stationery Items-I (Raw Materials)

3215.9010, 9608.9100,
9608.9910, 9608.9920,
9608.9990, 9609.9000

7

16-Jun-17

1182/2017

Stationery Items-II (Pencils / Ball points / Pens of all sorts)

9608.1000, 9608.2000,
9608.3000, 9609.1000, 9616.0000

8

16-Jun-17

1183/2017

Stationery Items-III (Miscellaneous)

Detail of Valuation Ruling

H.S. Code

9

16-Jun-17

1184/2017

Light Fittings / Fixtures and Parts thereof

9405.1020, 9405.1090,
9405.4090, 9405.5000,
9405.6000, 9405.2000,
9405.9200, 9405.9900

10

16-Jun-17

1185/2017

Chandeliers, Pendants and other Hanging Lights and Parts thereof

9405.1010, 9405.1090,
9405.9110, 9405.9200, 9405.9900

11

19-Jun-17

1186/2017

Sorbitol Solution 70% Non Crystalline Grade

3824.6

12

19-Jun-17

1187/2017

Plain Particle Board and Primed, Melamined and Veneered
Molded Fiber Door Skin

4410.1100, 4411.9390
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National Database & Registration Authority
(NADRA)
has
gained
international
recognition for its success in providing
solutions for identification, e-governance
and secure documents that deliver multipronged goals of facilitating the public. Indepth Research and Development efforts
have enabled NADRA to become the
trailblazer in the area of Software
Integration, Data Warehousing, Network
Infrastructure Development and Project
Management.
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Ms. Nida Aman, (Secretary-Event Management)
Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry
through email on nida.aman@kcci.com.pk
or on telephone number 99218001-09 Ext 118

NADRA Facilitation Centre has been
established at KCCI to facilitate the
members of the Karachi Chamber in
matters related to CNIC.

For further details write to:
Aiwan-e-Tijarat Road,
Karchi (Pakistan)
P.O. Box 4158 Karachi - 74700
Tel: 92-21-99218001-5
Fax: 92-21-99218010
E-mail: info@kcci.com.pk
URL: www.kcci.com.pk

This facilitation centre is authorized for
issuing the NADRA Smart Card to the
members of the Karachi Chamber. KCCI
members can submit their NIC application
forms and collect their NADRA Smart
Cards in a hassle free environment without
standing in long queue.
Working hours for the NADRA facilitation
centre are from 10.00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

SBP be ready for monetary policy
tightening in case of forex pressure

International Monetary Fund (IMF) has urged the
State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) to remain vigilant and
be ready to tighten the monetary policy it in case
inflationary pressures emerge or foreign exchange
market pressures intensify.
In its statement, the IMF commended Pakistan for
strengthening macroeconomic resilience during their
2013–2016 Fund-supported program.
The IMF also agreed that the growth outlook remains
favorable, but noted that policy implementation
weakened
recently
and
macroeconomic
vulnerabilities are reemerging.
Against this backdrop, IMF called on the authorities
to safeguard the macroeconomic gains of recent
years through continued implementation of sound
policies, and to continue with structural reforms to
achieve higher and more inclusive growth.
The IMF encouraged the authorities to strengthen
fiscal consolidation. It noted that the FY 2017/2018
budget aims at further gradual consolidation, albeit at
a slower pace than targeted under the Fiscal
Responsibility and Debt Limitation (FRDL) Act, and
will likely require additional revenue measures in light
of recent revenue underperformance.
The IMF emphasized that sustained fiscal
consolidation over the medium term, in line with the
FRDL Act, is critical to strengthen economic

resilience, safeguard fiscal sustainability, and limit
pressures on the current account and international
reserves.

To this end, IMF recommended mobilizing additional
tax revenues by broadening the tax base and
strengthening tax administration; and enhancing the
composition of public spending by containing the
wage bill’s growth, further reducing electricity
subsidies, and increasing priority social spending.
They also recommended strengthening the national
fiscal federalism framework and public debt
management.
The IMF stressed the importance of maintaining a
prudent monetary policy stance to preserve low
inflation. They noted that monetary policy has been
appropriately accommodative, and urged the SBP to
remain vigilant and be ready to tighten it in case
inflationary pressures emerge or foreign exchange
market pressures intensify.
The IMF called on the Pakistani authorities to allow
for greater exchange rate flexibility—rather than
relying on administrative measures—to help reduce
external imbalances and bolster external buffers.
In this regard, IMF welcomed the authorities’
commitment to remove, within one year, the cash
margin requirement for imports of consumer goods,
which constitutes an exchange restriction and
multiple currency practice.

The electronic Afzar Azma Co of Iran, the biggest manufacturer of digital meters and electric sensors in
the Middle East with an experience of more than 37 years of experience in electic, electronic and
telecommunication industry in the Islamic Republic of Iran has announced its readiness for offering
Technical Engineering Services & Supplying of Electric Meters needed by Pakistan.
Further information is available on www.afzarazma.com.
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Talk of the Month
employment provider and largest
foreign exchange earner. Energy crisis,
refund claims, input costs, excessive
taxes and lack of enabling environment
have increased the cost of doing
business for this important sector. In
my opinion, the current scenario is
depressing for the textile sector as our
production is restricted, exports are
shrinking and we stand at a
disadvantage as far as economy and
government’s support is concerned. In
this situation, the relevant businessmen
and industrialists were finding almost
impossible to stay afloat. It is a matter
of grave concern that instead of
moving forward with the value addition,
the country is going backwards by
exporting more of the raw materials
like cotton and yarn which must not
happen. The government must realize
the seriousness of the situation and
accordingly take steps on war footing
basis otherwise the exports will
continue to dwindle and we may
complete lose our share in some of the
important international markets.

Continue From page 3

issues being faced by the business and
industrial community of the country
which was desperately required in order
to put Pakistan on the path to progress
and prosperity. We, the business and
industrial community of Pakistan, are
keen to go extra mile for the economic
development of Pakistan by improving
our exports to various destinations
around the world but the government
must also focus on reducing the cost of
doing business and provide a level
playing field to us so that we are able to
efficiently compete with our competitors.
In the end, I would like to assure that the
Karachi Chamber is trying its level best
and struggling really hard to bring some
of the key issues being suffered by the
business and industrial community to
the notice of decision makers and we are
fairly optimistic that the overall situation
is likely to improve in the days to come
and a day will soon come when Pakistan
will, inshallah, emerge as one of the
fastest growing economies of the region.

We hope that the government will pay Sincerely Yours
attention to some of the pressing
Shamim Ahmed Firpo
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